
Important International Jewelry Fair in 2021
Jewelry/
Watch Name Time Website Address Introduction

Authoritative 
Fair

VICENZAORO September, 10-14
https://www.vicenzaoro.c
om/en/vicenzaoro

Fiera di Vicenza

VICENZAORO, the largest Show in Europe for Gold and Jewellery Industry, is an authentic Business Hub for the industry, able to 
bring together  the most authoritative  players in the gold and jewellery world. A primary access route to the European markets, 
the Russian-speaking countries and the Middle East, it is not only the perfect place in which to develop business and 
consolidate  relations, it is also a privileged observatory  for understanding the latest trends in terms of style and design on the 
gold and jewellery market.

VOD DUBAI INTERNATIONAL
JEWELLERY SHOW /

https://www.jewellerysho
w.com/

DUBAI WORLD TRADE 
CENTRE

The world's professional international jewelry exhibition, the only Middle East jewelry exhibition in the UAE that integrates trade 
and retail

Baselworld /
https://www.baselworld.c
om/en/

Courtesy of Messe Basel

Baselworld is the most important experience  platform for the global watchmaking, jewellery, gemstone and related industries. 
Building on a tradition started over a century ago, Baselworld has become the annual must-attend trade show where 
discerning buyers, influential media and savvy connoisseurs unite as a community  to discover and experience  new trends and 
innovations showcased by top brands first-hand and share these globally. Now under new management of Michel Loris-
Melikoff and his team, Baselworld is poised to become a global event brand that is building a new year-round dynamic - 
digitally, socially, experientially - for these industries around the world.

Couture Show August, 24-26
https://thecoutureshow.c
om/

Wynn, Las Vegas

COUTURE is the global authority of designer fine jewelry and luxury timepieces.

COUTURE Las Vegas, held annually at the luxurious Wynn & Encore hotels, is the most exclusive and intimate destination for 
the luxury jewelry and timepiece market. Catering to an elite community  of renowned heritage brands, emerging design talent, 
the finest retailers and award-winning media from around the globe, COUTURE is the premier event where the jewelry industry 
gathers to connect, collaborate  and conduct business.

Others

HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL 
JEWELLERY SHOW July, 2-6 https://event.hktdc.com/fair/hkjewellery-en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-International-Jewellery-Show/#AsiaWorld Expo

HKTDC Hong Kong International  Jewellery Show
HKTDC Hong Kong International  Diamond, Gem & Pearl Show

The two exhibitions form the world's largest jewelry trading platform.

SHENZHEN  INTERNATIONAL 
JEWELLERY FAIR September, 9-13

http://www.szjewelfair .co
m/

Shenzhen International 
Convention

Shenzhen International  Jewelry Fair is known as the professional jewelry trade fair with the largest scale, the highest grade, the 
largest group of buyers, the most influential, and the highest international progress in Mainland China. Shenzhen's jewelry 
industry is one of the six dominant  traditional industries in Shenzhen. Its products account for more than 70% of the country's 
market share. It gathers about 2,300 jewelry companies of various types, and about 700 manufacturing and processing 
companies . The annual processing value exceeds 80 billion yuan. Renminbi (approximately  US$12.5 billion), with approximately  
200,000 employees, is a pivotal leader in the country and is a veritable "China Jewelry Capital".

Malaysia International  Jewellery 
Fair (MIJF) August, 7-10 http://www.mijf.com.my/

#

Malaysia International  
Trade and Exhibition 
Centre (MITEC)

Malaysia International  Jewellery Fair (MIJF) is well-recognized as one of the most significant and vital jewellery trading hub 
within the Southeast Asia region. This excellent platform for unlimited business opportunities is consistently  granted with 
support and acknowledgement  from the global jewellery associations, delegates and professional  buyers.

Malaysia International  Jewellery 
Fair Spring Edition (MIJF SE) 
2021

November, 13-16
http://www.mijf.com.my/
#

Hall 4 Kuala Lumpur 
Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur City Centre
50088 Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia

The renowned Malaysia International  Jewellery Fair - Spring Edition 2021 (MIJF SE 2021) will again blossoms the Spring season 
with glitz sensations. Feast your eyes on fabulous jewelleries, from shimmering diamonds to dreamy gemstones, by gathering 
the world’s most elite traders, connoisseurs and quality buyers alike from the industry at the centre of Kuala Lumpur Town. MIJF 
SE 2020 is designed to give local and international trade buyers a buying opportunity  for the Spring celebration.

International  Jewellery TOKYO January, 12-15, 
2022

https://www.ijt.jp/en-
gb.html

Tokyo Big Sight 
International  Exhibition 
Center

IJT is Japan's largest and international jewellery trade show. 510 exhibitors and 30,000 buyers are coming. A wide variety of 
products in the jewellery industry gathers under one roof in the world trend-setting city, Tokyo. Save the date now for this 
exciting industry event!

JA New York Summer August, 8 -10
https://www.ja-
newyork.com/

Jacob Javits Convention 
Center

From Diamonds to Gold, Our Jewelry Show Has It All!
JA New York is, above all, an order-writing jewelry show. 40 percent of attendees have annual jewelry sales of more than 
$500,000.00 and serve clientele from regions with the highest per capita income in the US. Retailers come with generous open-
to-buys and immediate purchasing intent, ready to compare  products, find new suppliers, open new accounts, and get down 
to business—which they do in impressive numbers. During each of our shows, 92 percent of attending buyers place orders and 
83 percent place orders with new vendors. Exhibit at JA New York if you want to reach them

JA New York Fall October, 24 -26

JCK Las Vegas Show August, 27 -30
https://lasvegas.jckonline.
com/

VENETIAN RESORT & 
SANDS

JCK Las Vegas is the leading jewelry event in North America open to all jewelry professionals. Each year, the industry gathers 
where the latest awe-inspiring domestic and international  designers and most sought after trends are showcased in a secure 
environment .

The information was collected on March 14. Due to the existence of COVID-19, some exhibitions may be cancelled or changed. Please refer to 
the official website for the exact time.

https://event.hktdc.com/fair/hkjewellery-en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-International-Jewellery-Show/#
https://lasvegas.jckonline.com/
https://www.ja-newyork.com/
https://www.jewelleryshow.com/
https://www.ijt.jp/en-gb.html
http://www.mijf.com.my/#
http://www.szjewelfair.com/
https://thecoutureshow.com/
https://www.baselworld.com/en/
https://www.vicenzaoro.com/en/vicenzaoro


Important International Optical Fair in 2021
Optical Name Time Website Address Introduction

Authoritative 
Fair

MIDO Eyewear Show - Milan June, 5-7 https://www.mido.com/en/ Fieramilano Rho, near 
Milan, Italy

MIDO was founded in 1970 and held every year. It has a long history of 50 years by 2020. It can be regarded as the most 
representative and largest spectacle exhibition in the world in terms of scale and quality. Known as the Olympics in the eyewear 
industry.

Shanghai International Optics 
Fair May, 6-8

https://www.siof.cn/simp/
fairinfo.php

Shanghai World Expo 
Exhibition & Center

One of China's officially recognized and largest international optical industry and trade exhibitions, and also an international 
optical industry exhibition featuring famous brands in Asia.

MUNICH
THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
SHOW FOR OPTICS & DESIGN

January, 14-16, 
2022 https://www.opti.de/en/ Fairground Munich

Opti is the leading international expo in the optical glasses and design industry. It is one of the three major European eyewear 
fairs. It is fixed at opti every January, held in Munich in even-numbered years, and held in Stuttgart in odd-numbered years. 
Open an industry event for technical exchanges and business negotiations in the industry. Every year, many exhibitors and a 
large number of professional visitors come to Munich.

Others

Hong Kong International 
Optical Fair November, 10-12

https://event.hktdc.com/f
air/hkopticalfair-
en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-
International-Optical-
Fair/

Hong Kong Convention 
and Exhibition Centre

The Hong Kong Optical Fair is hosted by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council and has been successfully held for 25 
sessions. As one of Asia's leading optical commodity trading channels, the rapid development of the Hong Kong Optical Fair 
reflects the growing global optical industry.

The 2016 Hong Kong Optical Fair brought together 785 exhibitors from 29 countries and regions. The number of exhibitors, 
participating countries and regions are the highest in the past. The exhibition attracted 15,082 buyers from about 100 countries 
and regions to watch the acquisition, an unprecedented grand occasion.

34th INTERNATIONAL OPTICAL 
FAIR TOKYO (IOFT 2021) October, 18-20

https://www.ioft.jp/en-
gb.html Tokyo Big Sight, Japan

IOFT is Asia's leading optical trade fair held in fashion-conscious Japan market. 74, 000 latest items were gathered at IOFT 2019. 
You can find stylish, practical, and unique items from all over the world. Visit IOFT to purchase the latest products, find new 
business partners, and experience this remarkable eyewear exhibition!

Optical Fair OPTYKA 2021 October, 22-24 https://targioptyka.pl/en Poznan International Fair 
Ground

The OPTYKA Optical Fair, organised by the Grupa MTP in cooperation with the Polish Chamber of Opticians, is the largest event 
for the optical industry in CEE. The contracting meeting is held every two years and attracts several thousand professionals 
every edition. The fair is accompanied by a scientific conference during which the most current issues of optics are raised by 
scientists from universities from Poland and abroad.

VISION EXPO EAST June, 2-5 https://east.visionexpo.co
m/

ORANGE COUNTY 
CONVENTION CENTER For 35 years, Vision Expo East has been the complete event for ophthalmic professionals. It is where eyecare meets eyewear 

and education, fashion and innovation mingle. Join eyecare professionals, buyers, influencers, and technology leaders at Vision 
Expo East 2021!

VISION EXPO WEST September, 22-25 https://west.visionexpo.co
m/

Sands Expo & Convention 
Center

OPTRAFAIR / https://www.optrafair.co.
uk/

National Exhibition Center
（NEC）

Optrafair is organised by MA Exhibitions (MAX), an award-winning exhibition business. MAX organises more than 200 events 
annually, from small, highly focussed seminars to large scale events.

Within MAX’s portfolio there are 14 large-scale events, spread across sectors including electronics, manufacturing, engineering, 
communications, education, healthcare and print.

In the past four years MAX have won PPA Event of the Year, PPA Launch of the Year, Exhibition News Rising Star award, plus 
two high commendations....

Dubai Pptical Show Vision X / http://www.dubaiopticals
how.com/ Dubai World Trade Centre

Dubai Vision X is the only event for the ophthalmic products industry in the Middle East. In 2006, the exhibition was renamed 
Vision-X Dubai, focusing on eyewear, eye care, ophthalmic equipment and eyewear accessories, and the world's 
ophthalmology industry. Innovation and development. Since 2006, the exhibition has also developed from the previous two-
year exhibition to the subsequent one-year exhibition.
Manufacturers, distributors and retailers from the Middle East and around the world gather together. The Middle East Optical 
Fair will become the best performance channel for consolidating and expanding market share, and an ideal platform for 
launching new products. This is an ideal platform for all those who wish to enter the world's most prosperous region and 
strengthen their business. The only option for influence in this market.

The information was collected on March 14. Due to the existence of COVID-19, some exhibitions may be cancelled or changed. Please refer to 
the official website for the exact time.

https://www.siof.cn/simp/fairinfo.php
http://www.dubaiopticalshow.com/
https://www.optrafair.co.uk/
https://west.visionexpo.com/
https://east.visionexpo.com/
https://targioptyka.pl/en
https://www.ioft.jp/en-gb.html
https://event.hktdc.com/fair/hkopticalfair-en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-International-Optical-Fair/
https://www.opti.de/en/
https://www.mido.com/en/


Important International Beauty Fair in 2021
Beauty Name Time Website Address Introduction

Authoritative 
Fair

Cosmoprof Worldwide 
Bologna September, 9-13

https://www.cosmoprof.c
om/en/corporate/cosmo
prof-
network/cosmoprof-
made-
exhibitions/cosmoprof-
worldwide-bologna/

Bologna Fair District, 
Bologna, Italy

COSMOPROF, an Italian beauty exhibition in Bologna, was established in 1967. It is the first exhibition of global beauty brands. 
It has a long history and high reputation. It is regularly held at the Bologna Exhibition Center every year. In the past 46 years, 
Cosmoprof has become the world's most in the field of beauty salons. The most important event that has received attention, 
now has special attention to the hot spring SPA industry!

Bologna Comoprof Beauty Expo, with its large number of participating companies and complete product styles, enjoys a high 
reputation in the world. It is also listed as the largest and most authoritative global beauty exhibition by the Guinness Book of 
World. Most of the world's famous beauty companies have set up large booths here to release the latest products and 
technologies. In addition to a large number of products and technologies, Comoprof also directly influences and creates the 
trend of the world.

COSMOPROF CBE September, 16-
18

https://www.cosmoprof.c
om/en/corporate/cosmo
prof-
network/cosmoprof-
made-
exhibitions/cosmoprof-
cbe-asean-bangkok/

Impact Exhibition & 
Convention Center, 
Bangkok, Tailand

Cosmoprof CBE ASEAN Bangkok is poised to be the gateway to beauty markets in South East Asia and it will be divided into 
two major product areas for the benefit of buyers:

-   The Branded Finished Products area will present finished product brands in the Perfumery, Cosmetics & Toiletries, 
Professional Beauty Salon & Spa, Hair & Nails, Herbal Products, Natural & Organic, Nutraceuticals & Dietary Supplements. A 
‘Beauty Made in Thailand’ section will serve as the exclusive showcase for local companies.

-   The Supply Chain section will host all parts of the production chain: Contract Manufacturing/OEM/ODM/Private Label, 
Machinery & Equipment, Primary and Secondary Packaging, Ingredients & Laboratory. Within this area, companies and 
operators can find the most suitable partner for the launch of new projects.

COSMOPROF NORTH 
AMERICA LAS VEGAS August, 29-31

https://www.cosmoprof.c
om/en/corporate/cosmo
prof-
network/cosmoprof-
made-
exhibitions/cosmoprof-
north-america-las-

Mandalay Bay 
Convention Center, Las 
Vegas, USA

The 18th edition of Cosmoprof North America, the leading event for the cosmetic industry in the Americas, will take place from 
29 to 31 August 2021 at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas. 

Cosmoprof North America is recognized for its dynamic growth and unique programs. The event offers the entire industry an 
opportunity to come together, make new relationships, and foster collaborations. The show is a powerful platform that has the 
ongoing support and presence of leading beauty associations and key industry entities. The event also serves as the premier 
launching pad for new beauty brands, introducing revolutionary technologies, product innovations, and new channels for 
distribution, packaging, and manufacturing.

COSMOPROF INDIA 
MUMBAI October, 28-30

https://www.cosmoprof.c
om/en/corporate/cosmo
prof-
network/cosmoprof-
made-
exhibitions/cosmoprof-
india-mumbai/

Bombay Convention and 
Exhibition Centre, 
Mumbai, India

Cosmoprof India, the Cosmoprof event dedicated to the beauty market of the Indian peninsula, will return to welcome 
companies and operators in Mumbai, from October 28th - 30th, 2021, at the Bombay Convention and Exhibition Center.

The exhibition is a platform for stakeholders interested in the economic evolution of beauty and cosmetics sector in the 
country. The show represents a new opportunity both for brands of finished products, especially for Cosmetics & Toiletries, 
Beauty Salon, Hair, Nail and Accessories, and for the supply chain, with the leaders in raw materials and ingredients, contract 
manufacturing and private labels, applicators, primary and secondary packaging.

COSMOPROF ASIA HONG 
KONG

Held concurrently:
Cosmopack Asia

November, 17-
19

https://www.cosmoprof.c
om/en/corporate/cosmo
prof-
network/cosmoprof-
made-
exhibitions/cosmoprof-
asia-hong-kong/

Hong Kong Convention 
& Exhibition Centre

The 25th edition of Cosmoprof Asia, the reference B2B event for global cosmetic industry professionals interested in the 
exciting opportunities in the Asia-Pacific region, will be held from 17 to 19 November 2021.

With around 2,000 exhibitors from international markets anticipated, Cosmopack and Cosmoprof Asia 2021 will, for this year 
only, be held under one roof at the Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre (HKCEC). 
This one-time consolidation of both events will feature a hybrid format, running a parallel digital platform available for all 
stakeholders unable to travel to Hong Kong. The digital tools will allow for online connection between all companies and 
professionals visiting the fair district, therefore optimising new business opportunities, and enhancing the capacity for global 
networking.

Beauty Duesseldorf March, 4-6, 
2022

https://www.beauty-
duesseldorf.com/

Dusseldorf Exhibition 
Center

The organizer of the exhibition, Messe Düsseldorf GmbH, is one of the top five exhibition organizers in the world. It has more 
than 20 world-leading exhibition brands in their respective industries. Among them, BEAUTY's continuous innovation and 
development has become The industry's international professional exhibition. Since BEAUTY was held in 1995 for the first time, 
it has provided a high-quality trade communication and exchange platform for suppliers and industry experts in the beauty 
industry to enter the German and European markets for 19 consecutive years.

With the participation of major national teams and the strong support of more international giants in the beauty and 
hairdressing industry, BEAUTYDUSSELDORF has become more and more internationalized and branded. It adopts a novel 
exhibition model and uses more media effects on the basis of traditional B2B to promote the promotion of participating brands 
in the local and European regions. At the same time, the exhibition has also set up a B2C area to allow exhibitors to more 
directly understand the consumer needs of end consumers. TOP HAIR has also held international fashion beauty and 
hairdressing design competitions and displays at the exhibition site for many years, and this grand event in the beauty and 
hairdressing industry has also attracted the attention of local European media. In order to allow exhibitors to get greater gains 
at the exhibition, the exhibition organizer further assists exhibitors to contact and invite potential target professional buyers to 
the scene.

INTERCHARM Professional 
(spring) April, 22-24

https://www.intercharm.r
u/en-gb.html

Moscow ∙ Crocus Expo ∙ 
Pavilion 3

The largest in Russia and the CIS specialised exhibition for professionals in the beauty industry and salon business.

INTERCHARM Professional is the largest specialized exhibition  for professionals in the beauty industry and salon business in 
Russia and the CIS. The Show integrates an exhibition of domestic and foreign developments in the field of professional 
cosmetics and cosmetology, nail service, hairdressing, makeup, dermatology, aesthetic medicine, trichology, podology and 
permanent makeup; as well as professional events - practical conferences, symposia, master classes and championships.

Annually INTERCHARM Professional becomes the leading center of industry novelties and a main spot for professional dialogue 
between manufacturers, distributors, owners of beautiful businesses and industry experts.

InterCHARM (Autumn) October, 27-30 Moscow ∙ Crocus Expo ∙ 
Pavilion 3

The largest perfumery and cosmetic exhibition in Russia, the CIS, Central and Eastern Europe presents cosmetic novelties from 
around the world annually in Moscow.

InterCHARM is the largest perfumery and cosmetics exhibition in Russia, the CIS, Central and Eastern Europe which brings 
together in Moscow the Russian and international well-known and new manufacturers and distributors of perfumery and 
cosmetics, tools and equipment for cosmetology, aesthetic medicine, hairdressing, nail service, as well as technologies for the 
salon business, raw materials, ingredients and beauty business services.

Within 4 days of InterCHARM the future trends of the beauty industry are set - the foundation of the trading variety, beauty 
salons and industry professionals offers for the coming year. Rich exposition, presented at more than 900 stands, allows you to 
solve any problems of a beautiful business, hold negotiations on supplies and determine new paths for business development.

InterCHARM Korea / South Korea, Seoul, 
COEX, Halls C, D

The leading B2B beauty event in South Korea, offering the entire industry an opportunity to come together, make new 
relationships, and foster collaborations.

InterCHARM Korea is the leading beauty event in South Korea that offers the entire industry the opportunity to get together, 
make new contacts and develop collaboration.

At InterCHARM Korea, more than 30,000 visitors get acquainted with more than 400 exhibitors from different countries to learn 
about K-beauty's unique trends and innovations, new distribution channels, packaging and production, as well as to establish 
strong relationships with leading professionals and retailers.

Beautyworld Middle East October, 5-7

https://beautyworld-
middle-
east.ae.messefrankfurt.co
m/dubai/en.html

Dubai World Trade 
Centre

Beautyworld Middle East is the largest international trade fair for beauty products, hair, fragrances and wellbeing in the Middle 
East. As one of the most influential and visited beauty trade shows in the world, the show offers trade visitors the convenience 
of meeting over 1,800 companies face to face over three days, for serious business.

The exhibition has played a vital role in the growth and development of the industry, with a solid representation of global 
products and brands. This is the place to be to know what's trending in the beauty industry.

Others

Professional Beauty London October, 17-18

https://professionalbeauty.co.uk/e/London/site/home

ExCel LONDON
International Beauty Shows and Trade Fairs for Beauty Salons, Spas and Aesthetic Professionals 

Stay at the forefront of the beauty industry with our market-leading exhibitions, awards and conferences for the salon and spa 
market.

Professional Beauty London, our flagship event, is the biggest beauty show in the UK. It is complemented by an exciting 
schedule of Professional Beauty Trade Fairs and Conferences across the world that bring together the key brands at an industry 

gathering of beauty, spa and wellness professionals.

From skincare to advanced treatments, specialist equipment to wellness, nails to tanning and all the essential information you 
need to grow your business, Professional Beauty shows are not-to-be-missed events for anyone who is serious about the 

beauty industry.

Professional Beauty North September, 26-
27 Manchester Central

Professional Beauty Ireland November, 7-8 Citywest Dublin

IBS Las vegas June, 20-21 https://www.ibslasvegas.c
om/

LAS VEGAS 
CONVENTION CENTER

The IBS series of beauty exhibitions is a beauty industry exhibition with a long history in the United States, with a history of 
more than 100 years. It will be held in March in New York and June in Las Vegas, and has a high reputation and influence in the 
United States.

The IBS International Beauty Expo brings together manufacturers and suppliers of beauty products, attracting more than 60,000 
salon owners and beauty professionals from 78 countries every year. They buy new beauty products and learn about new 
products by participating in the New York International Beauty Beauty Development. Fashion trends and fashion trends, while 
learning and improving beauty skills by participating in on-site beauty teaching classes

China International Beauty 
Expo - Guangzhou

March, 10-12

http://pc.chinainternation
albeauty.com/indexEn.ht
ml

China import and Export 
Fair Complex

The scale of the beauty exhibition is the largest in Asia and the second in the world, second only to Bologna, Italy

The Guangdong Hairdressing and Cosmetic Industry Association, established in 1989, is the first provincial-level association in 
the country. There are functional departments such as the secretariat, office, outreach department, training department, 
finance department, quality technical consulting center, and several professional committees and expert committees.

September, 4-6

China International Beauty 
Expo - Shanghai May, 6-8 National Exhibition and 

Covention Center

China International Beauty 
Expo - Shenzhen October Shenzhen Convention 

and Exhibition Center

https://www.cosmoprof.com/en/corporate/cosmoprof-network/cosmoprof-made-exhibitions/cosmoprof-asia-hong-kong/
http://pc.chinainternationalbeauty.com/indexEn.html
https://www.ibslasvegas.com/
https://professionalbeauty.co.uk/e/London/site/home
https://www.cosmoprof.com/en/corporate/cosmoprof-network/cosmoprof-made-exhibitions/cosmoprof-india-mumbai/
https://www.cosmoprof.com/en/corporate/cosmoprof-network/cosmoprof-made-exhibitions/cosmoprof-north-america-las-vegas/
https://www.cosmoprof.com/en/corporate/cosmoprof-network/cosmoprof-made-exhibitions/cosmoprof-cbe-asean-bangkok/
https://beautyworld-middle-east.ae.messefrankfurt.com/dubai/en.html
https://www.intercharm.ru/en-gb.html
https://www.beauty-duesseldorf.com/
https://www.cosmoprof.com/en/corporate/cosmoprof-network/cosmoprof-made-exhibitions/cosmoprof-worldwide-bologna/


Others

CosmoBeaute Malaysia October, 1-4 https://www.cosmobeaut
easia.com/malaysia/

Putra World Trade 
Centre

Cosmobeauté has been the only platform for the beauty trade professionals within the Southeast Asia region ever since year 
2005 where most beauty shows are consumer oriented in this area.

Launched in year 2005 in Malaysia, Cosmobeauté has stretched its arms to Indonesia (2006) and Vietnam (2008), gradually 
recognised as the leading professional beauty trade exhibition in Southeast Asia region.

Cosmobeauté has been continuing its commitment to be the most proven sourcing platform for beauty trade professionals to 
explore business in the spectrum of Aesthetic, Beauty, Cosmetic, Hair, Nail and Spa industry. In order to optimize the platform 
for networking and business opportunities, Cosmobeauté endeavor to facilitate connections between exhibitors, importers, 
suppliers and visiting buyers through various initiatives.

With the lined up events planned over the days of Cosmobeauté, you will have chances to explore latest trends and products 
from within all segments of the industry. Cosmobeauté also promise strong participation of both national and international 
group pavilions which give you the globalized perspectives on emerging trends all around the world.

Cosmobeauté will be the multi-dimension platform for both exhibitors and buyers to connect with each other for a whole new 
beauty experience!

Bronner Bros August, 28-30 https://bronnerbros.com/ New Orleans

THE NATION’S LARGEST PROFESSIONAL TRADE SHOW DEDICATED TO MULTICULTURAL BEAUTY!
The Bronner Bros. Beauty Show’s goal is to help inspire, educate and elevate cosmetology professionals, students, and the 
multicultural beauty industry. Register now for access to panels and workshops to help take your creativity and technical skills 
to the next level!

EDUCATION, NETWORKING & ENTERTAINMENT
In the beauty industry, you should never stop learning, and BB supports that with the educational aspect of the Show. You can 
customize your experience by choosing from over 100 classes on everything from cut, color, wigs, and weaves, to barbering, 
skincare and make- up. Classes also cover natural hair care, hair loss, style trends, and more.

Beautyworld Japan West October, 18-20

https://beautyworldjapan.
jp.messefrankfurt.com/jap

an/en.html

Intex Osaka

Japan Beauty Expo, the full name of Beautyworld Japan, is one of the largest and most famous beauty and hair products 
exhibitions in Japan. It is hosted by the internationally renowned exhibition giant Frankfurt Exhibition. Beautyworld brand 
exhibitions are held in Tokyo, Osaka and Fukuoka, Japan throughout the year.

 For more than 20 years, Messe Frankfurt has been organizing international trade fairs for the Beautyworld brand, providing a 
platform for the beauty industry to exchange information about the cosmetics, health and spa industries.

In 2017, Frankfurt Exhibition held four Beautyworld events in Dubai, Tokyo, Osaka and Fukuoka. A total of 2,547 exhibitors and 
more than 140,000 visitors made new business contacts and concluded valuable transactions.

Beautyworld Japan welcomes all kinds of visitors and exhibitors, and provides an ideal platform and new trends for the 
development of the beauty industry. With its platform in Japan's second largest business district, Beautyworld Japan West has 
become an exhibition to discover the latest products, technologies and services for the beauty industry in Western Japan. Don't 
miss the great opportunity to explore the beauty market today and lead your future business to success.

Beautyworld Japan April, 19-21
Tokyo Big Sight 
International Exhibition 
Center

BEAUTY EXPO AUSTRALIA August, 28-29

https://www.reedexhibitio
ns.com/reed-exhibitions-
australia/beauty-expo-
australia

International Convention 
Centre Sydney

Beauty Expo Australia features 250 of Australia’s leading beauty brands and boutique sellers launching their latest releases at 
the show and get first access to innovations in spa, beauty, medi, wellness & health.

BeautyAsia Singapore March, 2-4, 
2022

https://www.beautyasia.c
om.sg/ Suntec Singapore

Singapore Beauty Asia Development (Beauty Asia) organized by powerful local organizers Lines Exhibition, Singapore Beauty 
Salon and Nail SPA Exhibition enjoys a high reputation in the industry, and its popularity continues to grow. The event 
showcased the most advanced cosmetics, hairdressing products and products from the East and the West. Skin care products.

Continuously meet consumers' increasing demand for spa products, and raise people's awareness of all-round body care.

Through the use of some interesting new products and new tools to cultivate people's new understanding of healthy life.

The Singapore Beauty Salon and Nail Spa Exhibition will be held at Suntec City, Singapore’s business hub. Activities held in 
Beauty Asia include product demonstrations, seminars, trade talks, creative design displays, competitions, etc. to promote 
mutual exchange of experience.

Beautyasia was successfully held and attracted 175 exhibitors and international exhibitors from Australia, Hong Kong, China, 
Germany, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and other 
countries.

VIVANESS February, 15-18, 
2022

https://www.vivaness.de/
en NürnbergMesse

VIVANESS - International Trade Fair for Natural and Organic Personal Care

Nature has always been regarded as a source of energy and the best supplier of active ingredients for holistic care, vitalization 
and underlining people’s natural beauty. VIVANESS is the International Trade Fair for Natural and Organic Personal Care. It 
brings together the traditional with the modern and pioneers with newcomers from the international cosmetics sector in a 
unique manner. These present products to industry professionals from all the relevant sales channels, such as natural food 
specialist stores and also retailers such as specialised online stores, chemists, drugstores and perfumeries.

The perfect opportunity for natural and organic cosmetics manufacturers, natural and organic cosmetics buyers, natural and 
organic cosmetics traders and service providers to make new business contacts and experience the variety of natural beauty 
products in a relaxed atmosphere. Enter the world of care, too – into natural beauty.

InterCHARM Korea September, 15-
17 http://www.intercharmkorea.com/enCOEX, SEOUL

InterCHARM Korea is a unique business platform for international brands to find their buyers,
distributors, and retailers to expand their business in the booming beauty market.
Discover new opportunities and develop your networking opportunities in Asia for all sectors of the global beauty industry.

philbeauty show June, 9-11 https://www.philbeautysh
ow.com/ SMX Convention Center

Held for 7 years, philbeauty is the only and leading B2B International Trade Show  in the Philippines dedicated to the beauty 
industry. It is also highly regarded as the pefect platform that brings together professionals and businesses to expand and 
network amongst beauty manufacturers and trade buyers in one roof. Our mission is to help and support businesses for the 
advancement of beauty and personal care industry.

For 2021, philbeauty is set to be held on 09 - 11 June 2021 at the SMX Convention Center, Pasay City, Manila, Philippines.

philbeauty show has  become an integral part of many local beauty business environments and is highly regarded as the  
perfect platform to meet with serious trade buyers and distributors. The three days exhibitions was participated by around 200 
local and international leading brands and 5,987 local, regional and international trade visitors from 21 countries and regions. 
The 3-day exhibition featured variety of beauty products, services and technological solutions but also showcased a series of 
workshops, knowledge seminars and networking opportunities to provides a crucial insight into future scientific advances, 
emerging trends and regulations and most importantly, to create business opportunities.

Beauty UK July, 11-12 https://beautyukshow.co
m/

Ricoh Arena, Judds Lane, 
Longford, Coventry CV6 
6AQ

Beauty UK will provide the ultimate trade exhibition experience. Packed with inspiring demonstrations from leading educators, 
well-loved and upcoming brands and the chance to meet with like-minded professionals from across the industry. You’ll find 
£1,000s of special offers on products and training from our exhibitors and see the latest developments in beauty, nails, skin 
care, aesthetics and tanning.

In order to make the show Covid-secure, you will be able to book a ticket slot in the morning (9:30am to 1:30pm) or afternoon 
(2pm to 6pm) for just £10, or book an all-day ticket for £15. This will allow us to limit the number of participants at the event.

Each ticket booking will also include a £10 voucher, which you can spend at the show on participating exhibitors or catering.

The information was collected on March 14. Due to the existence of COVID-19, some exhibitions may be cancelled or changed. Please refer to 
the official website for the exact time.

https://www.reedexhibitions.com/reed-exhibitions-australia/beauty-expo-australia
https://beautyukshow.com/
https://www.vivaness.de/en
https://www.philbeautyshow.com/
http://www.intercharmkorea.com/en
https://www.beautyasia.com.sg/
https://beautyworldjapan.jp.messefrankfurt.com/japan/en.html
https://bronnerbros.com/
https://www.cosmobeauteasia.com/malaysia/


Important International Electronics Fair in 2021
Electronic Name Time Website Address Introduction

Authoritative 
Fair

IFA Berlin - Consumer 
Electronics Fair September, 3-7 https://b2b.ifa-

berlin.com/

Messe Berlin GmbH, 
Messedamm 22, 14055 
Berlin, Germany

IFA Berlin Consumer Electronics Fair was founded in 1924. It is a grand event for global consumer electronics manufacturers 
and traders to display new products and conduct business and technical exchanges. It is an important exchange and 
procurement for European wholesalers, purchasers and home appliance retail industries. The platform is by far the most 
influential consumer electronics and expo in the world.

The exhibition is hosted by the world-renowned Berlin exhibition company. It is a place to showcase the latest consumer 
electronics products, representing the latest trends in the development of the industry. It is a world-class event for the 
consumer electronics industry to exchange, display new products, meet customers, and publicize results , Is as famous as the 
CES exhibition in the United States. International first-class home appliance brands such as Bosch, Siemens, Electrolux, Liebherr, 
Samsung, LG, and other brands all showcase their advanced technologies and products with the most powerful lineup. In 2019, 
the booth area increased to more than 160,000 square meters, and nearly 2,000 companies participated in the exhibition, which 
attracted more than 240,000 visitors.

CES Consumer Technology 
Association

January, 5-8, 
2022 https://www.ces.tech/ LAS VEGAS 

CONVENTION CENTER

CES® Is the Global Stage for Innovation 
CES® is the most influential tech event in the world — the proving ground for breakthrough technologies and global 
innovators. This is where the world's biggest brands do business and meet new partners, and the sharpest innovators hit the 
stage. Owned and produced by the Consumer Technology Association (CTA)®, CES features every aspect of the tech sector.

Gitex Technology Week October, 17-21 https://www.gitex.com/ Dubai World Trade 
Centre

THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL, BOLDEST TECH SHOWCASE EVER

As always, GITEX is ahead of the trends with the biggest cross-sector tech unveilings. First time ever an unprecedented GITEX 
edition with: Ai Everything, GITEX Future Stars, Fintech Surge, Future Blockchain Summit and Marketing Mania

Others

KES Electronics Show October, 26-29 http://www.kes.org/eng/ COEX Hall A,B

The Korea Electronics Show, which was first held in 1969, is Korea’s largest and leading professional brand exhibition for the 
electronics and ICT industry and it is expected to be a business networking festival to grasp the present and prospect the future 
of the related industries.

The core technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution can be seen at the show. Exhibition items will include ▲AI, IoT, 
Robots, Wearables ▲Smart Home appliances, Home Entertainments ▲Vehicle Technology ▲Electronic Parts & Materials ▲
Health & Wellness ▲VR‧AR & 3D Convergence ▲Startup & R&D.

In 2021, more than 500 companies including Samsung and LG will join the show and more than 62,000 buyers & visitors came 
to see the current convergence platform of the ICT industry here at KES.

Other events of note will include ”Biz Matching” between exhibitors and influential buyers, an “Opening Keynote”, in which 
global leaders will share their strategies and visions, in addition to various conferences and seminars also scheduled.

Shenzhen International 
Electronic Special Equipment 
Exhibition

April, 9-11 http://www.szdzexpo.com
/

Shenzhen International 
Convention

2021 China (Shenzhen) International Electronic Special Equipment Exhibition (SZDZEXPO-2021)" will be held in Shenzhen 
Convention and Exhibition Center from April 9-11, 2021, to build a comprehensive display and communication platform for the 
electronic equipment industry. Concurrent event exhibition During the period, there will be a number of forums and activities 
such as the electronic special equipment development summit, the electronic intelligent manufacturing industry innovation 
summit, the SMT industry development forum, the new product and new technology release conference, and the buyer 
meeting. High-end seminars, on-site interactive and diverse activities, and pragmatic and efficient professional buyer 
matchmaking meetings, etc., are rich in exhibition content to deliver the latest and most complete industry information to the 
industry and all walks of life.

Hong Kong Electronics Fair 
(Spring Edition)

April, 13-16, 
2022

https://event.hktdc.com/f
air/hkelectronicsfairse-
en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-
Electronics-Fair-Spring- Hong Kong Convention 

and Exhibition Centre

ABOUT HKTDC
The Hong Kong Trade Development Council (HKTDC) is a statutory body established in 1966 to promote, assist and develop 
Hong Kong's trade. With 50 offices globally, including 13 in Mainland China, the HKTDC promotes Hong Kong as a two-way 
global investment and business hub.

The HKTDC organises international exhibitions, conferences and business missions to create business opportunities for 
companies, particularly small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), in the mainland and international markets. The HKTDC also 
provides up-to-date market insights and product information via trade publications, research reports and digital news 
channels.

Hong Kong Electronics 
Fair(Autumn Edition) October, 13-16

https://event.hktdc.com/f
air/hkelectronicsfairae-
en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-
Electronics-Fair-Autumn-

Indocomtech / https://indocomtech.net/ Jakarta Convention 
Center

From our very first show in 1991, INDOCOMTECH drew most innovative and attractive brands, producers & retailers to 
participate at the biggest technology show in Indonesia. Last year we welcomed more than 180.000 visitors, with around 250 
exhibit companies, more than 100 media and 500 journalist to highlight technology lifestyle.

COMEX and ITSHOW March, 11-21 https://www.comexitshow.com.sg/Suntec Singapore

In recent years, regular retail channels for home appliances and electronic products in Singapore are slowly taking shape, and 
online retail business has gradually developed. Singapore's home appliance and consumer electronics malls have become one 
of the fastest growing malls in the world.

COMEX Singapore Consumer Electronics Show is a large-scale global consumer electronics fair in Singapore hosted by 
Exhibitions Inc.

The expo is estimated to attract 400 exhibiting companies from more than 10 countries and regions around the world, and 
more than 10,000 professional buyers from Singapore and Southeast Asia will come to the expo for viewing and purchasing

E-cigarette

Vape Fair September, 25-
26 https://vapefair.id/ JCC SENAYAN HALL 

A&B JAKARTA, ID

Vape Fair is an annual event organized to meet the needs of all vapers, manufacturers, and vape distributors. Not only in 
Indonesia, but this event is also the biggest in Southeast Asia. With the support of many local and international parties from 
around the world, inviting tens of thousands visitors, this event has become a milestone for vape industry growth in Southeast 
Asia.

Vape Expo Oceania / https://www.vapexpooce
ania.com/ ASB Showgrounds

The first in Oceania, and the largest professional e-cigarette B2B and B2C exhibition in the southern hemisphere, New Zealand 
is a highly developed capitalist country and a good opportunity to seize the market first.

There are 25+ countries or regions, 200+ exhibitors, 300+ brands, 15,000+ visitors, 7 million+ radiation population, 20 top local 
media, 150 global media kings and industry B2B websites, strong national policy environment, and market Multiple advantages 
such as strong consumption power and strong media exposure.

Vape Expo Japan / https://www.vapeexpojp.c
om/index.html

Makuhari Messe - 
Nippon Convention 
Center

Vape Expo Japan is held by the famous CECMOL at the Chiba Makuhari Exhibition Center in Tokyo. The exhibition is held once 
a year. The exhibition will last for 3 days and will provide opportunities for local and global buyers to meet.

Years of exhibition history has enabled this exhibition to accumulate a large number of professional exhibitors and rich market 
experience in various exhibition fields, which provides exhibitors with a stable and unlimited business opportunity display 
platform. At the exhibition, you can develop potential customers, meet new customers and market distributors, so as to achieve 
sales targets, launch new products and broaden your business scope.

Vaper Expo UK / http://vaperexpo.co.uk/ NEC, Birmingham, UK

Vaper Expo UK, Birmingham International Electronic Cigarette Exhibition, is the largest and most recognized e-cigarette and 
European vapor e-cigarette exhibition held in the United Kingdom. This exhibition is also the fastest growing and currently the 
largest e-cigarette exhibition of its kind, and its return rate Will continue to push the boundary value and ensure an engaging 
experience for exhibitors and visitors. The NEC Pavilion is one of the largest and most respected exhibition venues in the UK, 
and provides space and brings together the facilities needed by industry retailers, manufacturers, electronics manufacturers, 
wholesalers and distributors. Establish new relationships with major players in the industry, explore the latest and most sought-
after production companies and products in events that are completely aimed at e-cigarette sellers and consumers, and 
establish brand awareness.

World Vape Show September, 19-
21

https://worldvapeshow.co
m/

Dubai World Trade 
Centre

The first international vape show in the UAE
The e-cigarette market is a genuinely disruptive innovation that has been rapidly adopted by 39 million users in just a few 
years, with the industry forecasting 64 million people to be using vaping devices by 2022. Part of this projected rise will be 
driven in the United Arab Emirates, where the government has recently legalised the sale of e-cigarettes, vaping devices ad e-
liquids to support efforts to curb smoking and stop the online sale of unregulated devices.

Manufacturers are now allowed to sell products as long as they meet new standards and have obtained the necessary 
certification from the Emirates Authority for Standardization and Metrology.

World Vape Show December, 10-
11

https://worldvapeshow.co
m/dubai/world-vape-
show-london

Excel London

LONDON CALLING
Heavily supported by the UK government as a healthier alternative to traditional cigarettes and an effective cessation tool, the 
UK vaping industry has experienced meteoric growth. Over 2,000 retail outlets and a burgeoning e-commerce industry, has 
driven one of the fastest growing consumer goods sectors of this century.

3.6 million people in Great Britain currently use e-cigarettes. That makes it the third largest vape market in the world.

So in December 2021, the World Vape Show will be landing in ExCel London. And will be the UK's ONLY vape event 
prioritising business-to-business interactions.

SHENZHEN ECIG EXOP 2021 September, 3-5 https://en.iecie.com/ Shenzhen International 
Convention (Futian)

Starting from 2015, IECIE-Shenzhen stop has become the most influential e-cig expo in the world. Covering upstream 
(accessory supply chain) and downstream (end products and e-commerce solutions) of the industry. IECIE 2020 attracted 50 
000+ professional visitors form 93+ countries including vitural expo, IECIE 2021 estimates to attract more than 80,000+ visitors 
accross the world to be the best platform for global e-cig technologies, brands to promote and showcase.

IECIE
Shanghai Vape Culture 
Week

May, 18-20 https://shen.iecie.com/
Shanghai New 
International Expo 
Center

IECIE Shanghai Vape Culture Week, aiming to focus in the field of heat-not-burn and functional e-cigarattes. It has been 
dedicated to expanding the development of the e-cigarette market in mainland China, with the Yangtze River Delta region as 
the core and radiating the whole country since 2018. Relying on the strong resources of IECIE Shenzhen Expo, it casts 
irreplacable influence on the industry. The 2021 IECIE Shanghai occupies an exhibition area of 12,000 square meters and is 
expected to attract 20,000+ visitors and 300+ worldwide famous e-cigarette exhibitors!

The information was collected on March 14. Due to the existence of COVID-19, some exhibitions may be cancelled or changed. Please refer to 
the official website for the exact time.
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